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R,%=bjc$s(x)9 and Henry and Heinrich by Rf>0^1(2) and
Br =bri/jz(x). Then John mil be superior to Johann, provided
that arf[(x)<1>t$i(x) in the neighbourhood of revenue R*,
and Henry mil be superior to Heinrich provided that ar^(x)(<
br$'2(x) in the neighbourhood of revenue Rr. It is obvious
that these two inequalities do not imply one another. Com-
parisons between the merits of different families of formulae
cannot, therefore, in general, be made except with reference
to given quantities of revenue. We are only able to lay down
universally, in respect of any revenue, that, on the assumptions
here taken, the appropriate member of the family of pro-
portionate taxes is inferior to the appropriate member of any
regressive family and is superior to the appropriate member
of any progressive family.
§ 9. In what has been said so far we have been concerned
to discover whether arrangement A is better or worse than
arrangement B, and nothing has been said about how much
better or worse it is. From any group of similar persons
with equal incomes a given revenue can be raised with less
sacrifice by a poll-tax than by a tax proportioned to income
derived from work, and by a tax proportioned to income
derived from work than by a progressive tax ; but we do
not know whether the difference made to aggregate sacrifice
by the choice of one or other tax formula will be trifling,
considerable or large. Now, whatever the amount of revenue
to be raised from any group of similar persons with equal
incomes, it is easy to see that, if the quantity of work that
taxpayers chose to do only varied to a very slight extent with
the prospect of reward — if, that is to say, the elasticity of
supply was extremely small — the difference made to work
done and, therefore, to aggregate sacrifice, by choosing a
poll-tax, a proportionate tax, or a highly progressive tax
would be trifling. Hence,-in order to determine practically
how important it is to choose a good tax formula for any
income group rather than a bad one, we have to consider
whether the elasticity of the supply of work by taxpayers
in that group is likely to be large or small. With the great
majority of people, once their occupation is decided upon,
the quantity of work which they do is only to a very limited
extent within their own control. Their hours are fixed by
rule; the intensity of their efforts in many cases by custom

